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Software is Everywhere
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When it Fails…

! NASA’s Mars Lander: September 1999, crashed 
due to a units integration fault

! THERAC-25 radiation machine : Poor 
testing of safety-critical software can cost 
lives : 3 patients were killed
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Toyota Acceleration
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And Recently (Aug 2019)

• Customs processing at big US International 
Airports, came to a stop
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Consequences
• National Institutes of Standards (NIST)–

up to $59 Billion per year – could be cut 
in ½ with better testing 

• Government accountability report (GAO) 
report DOD loses $8 Billion annually due 
to rework [2004]
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Consequences Cont.
• Huge losses due to web application 

failures
–Financial services : $6.5 million per hour 

(just in USA!)
–Credit card sales applications : $2.4 

million per hour (in USA)
–2007 : Symantec says that most security 

vulnerabilities are due to faulty software
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This is old news…
“an analyzing process 
must equally have been 
performed in order to 
furnish the Analytical 
Engine with the 
necessary operative data; 
and that herein may also 
lie a possible source of 
error. Granted that the 
actual mechanism is 
unerring in its processes, 
the cards may give it 
wrong orders. ” – Ada, 
Countess Lovelace (notes 
on Babbage’s Analytical 
Engine)

“It has been just so in all of my inventions. 
The first step is an intuition, and comes 
with a burst, then difficulties arise—this 
thing gives out and [it is] then that 'Bugs'—
as such little faults and difficulties are 
called—show themselves and months of 
intense watching, study and labor are 
requisite. . .” – Thomas Edison

8
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Approaches to Avoid Failures

Static

Dynamic

9

Static Techniques

Analyze code without running the program

• Software inspections
– Analysis of source (and docs) against a 

checklist of common and historical defects
• Software reviews

• Meetings of project personnel to discuss aspects of 

code/documents. May include stakeholders
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Static Techniques

• Formal Verification
(1) Model checking

• Takes a model of the program (description of 

functional requirements) and properties that the 

program is supposed to satisfy

• Searches state-space to uncover violations of 

this property

(2) Theorem proving
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Dynamic Technique

• Software Testing

12
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What is Software testing?

Inputs

software

Environment expected result
(oracle)

output/behavior

?
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Some Definitions

• Software fault: A static defect in the 
software

• Software Error: An incorrect internal state 
that is the manifestation of some fault

• Software failure: External, incorrect 
behavior with respect to the 
requirements or other description of the 
expected behavior
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Some Definitions

• Test Case: A single input to the system 
along with its expected output

• Test Suite: A set of test cases
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Example

• Patient gives doctor list of symptoms 
(failures)

• Doctor tries to diagnose root cause or 
disease   (fault)

• Doctor may look for internal 
irregularities (blood work, etc.) (error)

16
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A Testers Goal

• To find faults and eliminate them as 
early as possible in the testing process

• NOT to prove that software works

GOAL
– Improve software quality
– Improve customer’s perceived experience
– Reduce cost“Testing can never prove the absence of faults 

– it can only prove their existence”
– E. Dijkstra
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A Concrete Example

Introduction to Software Testing, Edition 2  (Ch 1) © Ammann & Offutt 18

public static int numZero (int [ ] arr)
{  // Effects: If arr is null throw NullPointerException

// else return the number of occurrences of 0 in arr
int count = 0;
for (int i = 1; i < arr.length; i++)
{

if (arr [ i ] == 0)
{

count++;
}

}
return count;

}

Fault: Should start 
searching at 0, not 1

Test 1
[ 2, 7, 0 ]
Expected: 1
Actual: 1

Test 2
[ 0, 2, 7 ]
Expected: 1
Actual: 0

Error: i is 1, not 0, on 
the first iteration
Failure: none

Error:  i is 1, not 0
Error propagates to the variable count
Failure: count is 0 at the return statement
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RIPR Model

• Reachability

• Infection

• Propagation

• Revealability

Test

Fault

Incorrect 
Program 

State
Test 

Oracles

Observed Final 
Program StateReaches

Infects

Propagates Reveals
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Observed Final 
Program State

Introduction to Software Testing, Edition 2  (Ch 2)

Final Program State

Incorrect 
Final 
State
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Fault/Failure Model

• Reachability– test must execute the 
faulty code

• Infection – execution must create an 
incorrect state of the program (error)

• Propagation- the error has to propagate 
to the output or final state of program

• Revealability- the tester has to observe 
the incorrect output/final state

20
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Test Oracles
• The expected output of a test case

• We verify that running our software on a selected 
test set returns expected results, or finds errors

• Each test case must include an oracle

• Determining the oracle for the test input is often a 
difficult and manually intensive process

21
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Testing Activities
• Test Engineer:

– Designing test inputs
– Producing test values
– Running test scripts
– Analyzing results
– Reporting results to developers and manager

• Test Manager:

– Sets test policies and processes
– Interacts with other managers on the project
– Otherwise supports the engineers
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Test Plan

• A document that describes the overall 
testing approach along with concrete 
test criteria and its 
connection/traceability back to the 
system requirements
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Types of Testing

• Unit: a developer tests their own code 
(Junit)

• Integration: test multiple units together 
(developer or tester)

• System: test full system together. Often 
lack source code. Performed by 
someone other than the developer

24
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Regression Testing
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Regression Testing

• Performed throughout program 
maintenance 

• Each time a program is modified (to fix 
a fault or add new functions)

• Ensures that the previously working 
code has not broken (regressed)

• Expensive because it happens often
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Other Types of Software Testing

• Performance Testing
– Validates whether or not the system meets 

specified performance criteria
– This can be performance based on 

algorithms or it can be user performance
• Usability Testing

– Evaluates the ease of using/learning the 
system and user documentation as well as 
the functionality of the system

27

Group Activity
In 1979 Glenford Meyers published a book called the 

Art of Software Testing. In that book he presented a 

short self-test for practitioners and this has become a 

classical software testing problem.

It turns out that many professional programmers were 

unable to create a complete set of test cases for this 

relatively simple program. 

… aka the triangle program 

28
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The Triangle Program

The program reads three integer values from an input 
dialog. The three values represent the lengths of the 
sides of a triangle. The program displays a message 
that states whether the triangle is scalene, isosceles, 
equilateral or invalid. 

(A scalene triangle is one where no two sides are equal, 

whereas an isosceles triangle has two equal sides, and 

an equilateral triangle has three sides of equal length) 

29

Example Triangle Program

> 3  4  5

scalene

> 3  3  3 

equilateral

> 4 4 5

isosceles

30

Your Job

• Spend 10 minutes with your group and 
try to devise a set of test cases

• For each test case provide:
– Inputs, reason for test, expected output
Where the reason for the test should be 
unique for each test case

31

From Myers
1. Do you have a test case that represents a valid scalene triangle? (Note 

that test cases such as 1,2,3 and 2,5,10 do not warrant a "yes" as no 

triangle can have such sides.) 

2. Do you have a test case that represents a valid equilateral triangle? 

3. Do you have a test case that represents a valid isosceles triangle? (A 
test case specifying 2,2,4 would not be counted.) 

4. Do you have at least three test cases that represent valid isosceles 

triangles such that you have tried all three permutations of two equal 
sides, e.g., 3,3,4; 3,4,3; and 4,3,3? 

5. Do you have a test case in which one side has a zero value? 

6. Do you have a test case in which one side has a negative value?

32
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From Myers
7. Do you have a test case with three integers greater than zero such that 

the sum of two of the numbers is equal to the third? (That is, if the 

program said that 1,2,3 represents a scalene triangle, it would contain a 
bug!)

8. Do you have at least three test cases in category 7 such that you have 
tried all three permutations where the length of one side is equal to the 

sum of the lengths of the other two sides, e.g., 1,2,3; 1,3,2; and 3,1,2)? 

9. Do you have a test case with three integers greater than zero such that 
the sum of two of the numbers is less than the third, e.g., 1,2,4 or 

12,15,30? 

10.Do you have at least three test cases in category 9 such that you have 
tried all three permutations, e.g., 1,2,4; 1,4,2; and 4,1,2,? 

11.Do you have a test case in which all sides are 0, i.e., 0,0,0? 

33

From Myers

• There were more questions

At the end Myer notes:

Of course, a set of test cases that satisfies 
the above conditions does not guarantee that 
all possible errors would be found 

34

Let’s Modernize the Problem

Have to consider 
sequences of button 
clicks!

- What happens if you 
leave one side blank? 

- Do you get the same 
answer if you hit 
calculate two times?

35

What about a Web Version?

36
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Some Tools (Android)

37

Some Tools (web)

38

Coverage Criteria

• Helps to decide
– Inputs
– Stopping rules 

• when have I tested enough?

39

Example Models
Graphical Interface

40
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Example Models
Program Spec Partitioning

Parameters:
Pattern size:

empty
single character
many character
longer than any line in the file

Quoting:
pattern is quoted
pattern is not quoted
pattern is improperly quoted

Embedded blanks:
No embedded blank
One embedded blank
Several embedded blanks

Embedded quotes:
No embedded quotes
One embedded quote
Several embedded quotes
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Example Models
Program Features

CAR

TRANSMISSION HORSEPOWER

MANUALAUTO ELECTRICGASOLINE

CRUISEAIR_CONDENGINE

AUTOMATIC ⇒ AIR_CONDITIONER
MANUAL ⇒ ¬CRUISE_CONTROL

Feature Diagram

Cross-tree Constraints

42
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1

2 3

x >= yx < y

x = y
y = 0

x = x + 1

Example Models
Source Code 

if (x < y)
{

y = 0;
x = x + 

1;
}
else
{

x = y;
} Control flow graph

43

Using a CFG

44
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Coverage Criteria
• Even small programs have too many inputs to fully test them all

private static double computeAverage (int A, int B, int C)
– On a 32-bit machine, each variable has over 4 billion possible 

values

– Over 80 octillion possible tests!!

– Input space might as well be infinite

• Testers search a huge input space

– Trying to find the fewest inputs that will find the most problems

• Coverage criteria give structured, practical ways to search the input 
space

– Search the input space thoroughly

– Not much overlap in the tests

Introduction to Software Testing, Edition 2  (Ch 2) © Ammann & Offutt 45
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Example

• In the triangle program
3 3 3
9 9 9    may behave the same but

4 4 4    while also equilateral contains all 
even numbers. May want to cover this case 
separately

46

Test Criterion

• Collection of rules along with a process 
that defines test requirements
– Cover every statement 
– Cover every branch
– Cover all widgets on the screen
– Cover all edges in a graph
– Cover all functional requirements

47

Types of Structures for 
Defining Coverage

• Input domains

• Graphs

• Logic expressions

• Syntax descriptions

48
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Specification versus Structural 
Testing

• Specification– derive tests from the 
specification or external description 

(no need for code)

• Structural– derive tests from code.  
Often used at unit level

• Both can be used at either level and can 
be combined

49

Test Case Generation
• Tradeoff between testing thoroughness and costs

• Number of possible test inputs is intractable

• Time is limited

– 1 second to run a test case:

• 84,600 tests in 24 hours (continuous running)

– Program with 2 integer inputs (assume 65,536 

unique integer inputs based on data type)

• 65,536
2 

= 4,294,967,296 combinations 

• 50767.9 days = 139 years
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Selecting Test Cases
• Random

– Test inputs picked purely randomly from 
whole domain based on some distribution

• Inputs have weights

• Uniform distribution is completely random

• Operational distribution – inputs weighted 

according to probability of usage

• Partition Testing
– Divide inputs into sub-domains or 

equivalence classes

51

Partition Testing

• Assumption is that every point within a 
sub-domain will produce similar 
behavior and execute the same code 
within the program

• Only one or two points within each sub-
domain must be tested

• Only an ideal – may not work in practice

System

Outputs

Invalid inputs Valid inputs

52
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Example

Between 10000 and 99999Less than 10000 More than 99999

9999
10000 50000

100000
99999

Input values

Between 4 and 10Less than 4 More than 10

3
4 7

11
10

Number of input values

53

More on Partitions
• What makes a good test suite?

– Able to detect many failures efficiently

– Executes code that has not been executed before

– Triggers a specific type of fault

– Exercises specific interactions between modules

– …. Others

• Applying a combination of diverse methods provides 

the best testing strategy

54

Structural Testing
– Potential failures only detected if parts of code related 

to faults are executed

– Code coverage tries to execute “all program elements”

• Classes, Methods, Statements, branches, conditions, paths

– Model program as control flow graph

– Path based – map test inputs to unique path in the 

graph

55

Path Testing

• Presence of loops makes complete path 
testing impossible

• Can bound loops but still a very large 
test space

• Use approximations:
– Cover certain elements such as 

statements, dataflow elements, etc. 

56
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Specification Based Criteria
• Model derived from documentation or models

– Equivalence classes

• Partitions input domains into sub-domains

• Category partition method 

– Boundary conditions

• Examines cases close to boundaries of 

equivalence classes

– Cause effect graphs

• Logic networks to explore input/output 

relationships (effects are linked to causes)

57

Automated Specification Based 
Testing

• Formal specifications (Z)

• Finite state machines

• Search based techniques

• Random testing

• Testing from UML/architectural models
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Other Criteria
• Event driven testing:

– The test interface is a set of widgets/buttons 

events

• Combinatorial Interaction Testing:

– Focuses on combinations of inputs/interactions

– May also focus on combinations of 

modules/features

• Environments:

– Testing of programs does not happen in isolation

• Uses specific operating systems, Java 

versions, etc.

59

Measuring the Test Process

• When do we stop testing?

• How do we identify (localize) faults once 
detected?
– Different failures may be caused by same 

fault
– Different faults may produce same failure

60
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Test Design

• Criteria based
– Design tests to satisfy certain criteria

• Human-based
– Design test values based on domain 

knowledge of the program and human 
knowledge of testing

61

Test Execution

• Running tests and recording the results

• Ideally use automation

62

Test Evaluation

• Checking the results and reporting to 
developers

• Who is responsible for determining and 
embedding the expected outputs?

63

Automating Testing

• Use scripts/tools to generate and run 
tests

• Necessary in regression testing

• Hard part is the test oracle

64
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Test Driven Development

65

In Practice

• Requirements are changing

• Customers don’t always know up front 
exactly what they want

• We have moved more to “agile” and 
iterative methods of development

66

Test-first development
• Writing tests before code clarifies the 

requirements to be implemented

• Tests are written as programs rather than 
data so that they can be executed 
automatically. The test includes a check 
that it has executed correctly

• All previous and new tests are 
automatically run when new functionality is 
added. Thus  checking that the new 
functionality has not introduced errors

67
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Pair programming

• In XP, programmers work in pairs, sitting together to 

develop code.

• This helps develop common ownership of code and spreads 

knowledge across the team.

• It serves as an informal review process as each line of code 

is looked at by more than 1 person.

• It encourages refactoring as the whole team can benefit 

from this

68

68
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Using JUnit

Test 
values

Expected 
output

Printed if 
assert fails

69

Continuous Integration

70

Continuous Integration
• Agile methods work best when the current version of 

the software can be run against all tests at any time

Introduction to Software Testing, Edition 2  (Ch 4) © Ammann & Offutt 71

A continuous integration server rebuilds the system, 
returns, and reverifies tests whenever any update is 

checked into the repository

! Mistakes are caught earlier
! Other developers are aware of changes early
! The rebuild and reverify must happen as soon as possible

– Thus, tests need to execute quickly

A continuous integration server doesn’t just run tests, 
it decides if a modified system is still correct

71

Other Practical Issues

• Test Flakiness
– Run test one timeà pass
– Run same test a second time à fails

Which is correct?

This has become an important problem in 
industry

72
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Back to Your Test Plan
• Introduction (short summary of what you are testing

and any background needed)

• Features to be tested 

• Features not to be tested (scope)

• Approach used (i.e. unit/system)

• Pass/Fail Criteria

• Coverage/stopping criteria

• Automation plan

• Test management

• Reference to test scripts

73

Your Test Plan (cont.)
• Test cases should have traceability/justification 

– This is part of your contract with the user

• All tests should consist of the inputs/outputs and 

reason (as we did in the triangle program)

– Oracles can be built in, but provide test comments and 
documentation

74

Finally

Some resources….
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Useful Frameworks/Tools
• JUnit

– Framework for unit testing
– Allows test driven development
– https://junit.org/junit5/

• Cobertura
– Code coverage
– Shows line/branch coverage
– https://cobertura.github.io/cobertura/

• EvoSuite
– Generates unit tests automatically
– http://www.evosuite.org/

76
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Useful Frameworks/Tools
• Randoop

– Random testing
– https://randoop.github.io/randoop/

• Selenium

– Allows record/replay for websites
– https://www.seleniumhq.org/

• Monkey
– Random testing tool for Android
– https://developer.android.com/studio/test/monkey
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Useful Frameworks/Tools

• Travis CI
– github compatible continuous integration tool 

https://github.com/marketplace/travis-ci

• AFL (American Fuzzy lop)

– Fuzzing is used to find security faults – randomly sends 
mutations of bad inputs to a program

– https://github.com/google/AFL
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Want to Know More?

COM S / SE 417 

Offered Spring 2021
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Summary
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